
Primary Corridors
Primary corridors are streets that serve as main routes for 
motorists and pedestrians to points of interest throughout 
town.  These primary corridors  are the priority areas 
identified to receive lighting and sidewalk enhancements 
first; these are also the corridors where the way-finding 
signage will be located. 

The concepts illustrated on this board focus on Toronto 
Street and Lincoln Highway, however, as shown on the 
Concept Plan Overview (board 6),  Highway 30, Main Street, 
Park Street, and a portion of Vine Street and Jefferson Street 
are also considered primary corridors.

 
Toronto Street 
The illustrations of the concepts shown for the improvements 
for Toronto Street show two options.  The second option is 
the same as the first option except that the overhead utility 
is placed underground and the road is redone with new 
pavement.

Following are the enhancements illustrated in the two 
different views of Toronto Street (refer to photo edits 11b, 11c, 
11d, and 11e):

 •  Decorative vehicular and pedestrian lighting with   
  two alternating types of decorative banners 

 •  Way-finding signage

 •  Defining the “edge” of the roadway by removing  
   expansive drives that are not needed (this also  
   improves circulation and safety for both motorist and  
   pedestrians)

 •  Demarcation of crosswalks

 •  ADA compliant sidewalks

 •  Grass boulevard

 •  Open ditch enhancement: removal of woody  
   vegetation and invasive, noxious and otherwise  
   weedy species and replace with native grasses and  
   forbs tolerant of field conditions

Lincoln Highway 
The enhancements proposed for the Lincoln Highway 
corridor include the same as those listed for Toronto Street 
and are illustrated in Photo edit 11h.    
 
Residents identified the importance of having a sidewalk or 
trail connect to Wheatland Manor.   Providing ADA compliant 
sidewalks that are well lit will allow the community and 
residents of Wheatland Manor to safely walk around the 
neighborhood and other parts of town.

The enhancements also highlight the importance of this 
historic  corridor to visitors. 
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Photo edit 11c: Concept illustrating the proposed enhancements with the 
overhead utility placed underground and new pavement

Photo edit 11b: Decorative lighting, ADA compliant sidewalks, and a 
managed ditch enhance the aesthetics of this important corridor.

Existing photo 11a: N. Toronto St.; photo taken south 
of intersection with Jefferson St.,  looking norhterly

Existing photo 11g: Lincoln Highway; photo taken from 
Wheatland Manor drive way looking westerly

Existing photo 11d: N. Toronto St.; photo taken south of 
intersection with Jefferson St., looking southerly

Photo edit 11e: Decorative lighting, ADA compliant sidewalks, and a 
managed ditch enhance the aesthetics of this important corridor.

Photo edit 11f: Concept illustrating the proposed enhancements with the 
overhead utility placed underground and new pavement

Photo edit 11h: Decorative lights with banners, ADA compliant sidewalks, 
and way-finding signage contribute to highlighting the importance of 
this corridor


